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Abstract: In addition to the ubiquitous big data, one key challenge in data processing and management
in the life sciences is the diversity of small data. Diverse pieces of small data have to be transformed
into standards-compliant data. Here, the challenge lies not in the difficulty of single steps that need to
be performed, but rather in the fact that many transformation tasks are to be performed once or only a
few times. This limits the time that can be put into automated approaches, which in turn severely limits
the verifiability of such transformations. As much of the data to be processed is stored in spreadsheets,
within this paper we justify and propose a lightweight recording-based solution that works on a wide
variety of spreadsheet programs, from Microsoft Excel to Google Docs.
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1 Introduction

One of the challenges of real-life data harmonisation in the life sciences is the implementation
of standards in everyday work. The challenge lies in the fact that research needs to be flexible
and fast, while in the end, one needs reliable data with known semantics. This is the gist of
the FAIR principles [Wi16] - Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability,
which depend mostly on the known semantics of the data.

The semantics of the data is typically conveyed in one of three ways

1. Annotation to ontologies (for example, using web standards like the Resource
Description Framework [CK04])

2. Description via markup languages (using SBML [Hu03], for example)

3. Via location in a spreadsheet (as done by many MIBBI [FA22] standards that provide
mandatory sets of attributes and sometimes even precise file formats to be filled)

In the latter two cases, the semantics is not conveyed via an ontology but rather via the
documentation of the respective formats.
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CSV files and spreadsheets play an essential role here. They are used as lightweight databases
with bespoke data models and are transformed towards standard formats to convey semantics
by adhering to a pre-defined structure.

As a matter of efficiency, scientists typically use formats compatible with the machines and
the software they are using. They are usually different to standard formats such as MIBBI
formats. Scientists design their everyday formats to be simple to use with their machines
and their software. Often the formats are organized around one cut-and-paste operation
from a key proprietary software. This way of action reduces errors and minimizes time for
an outcome.

Standards like MIBBI provide mandatory sets of attributes or concrete file formats for data
files. However, scientists are left alone with the question of how to bring their day-to-day
files into a common format (e.g. for one partner or the local lab) or a mandatory format (e.g.
a standard format for a data publication).

Both transformation tasks are indeed very similar. They mainly differ in the number of files
concerned. Long-term experience with tools like RightField [Wo11] or openRefine [te22]
showed that a given internal file format is typically used only a couple of times, a common
format is used a couple of tens of times, and finally, the mandatory format is used thousands
of times.

The difficulty in this setup does not lie in the transformations themselves. They are mostly
based on simple operations on single values (such as moving a value to another cell) or
tables (such as the transposition of a matrix or a permutation of columns). The difficulty
lies in the combination of functional and non-functional requirements that are hard to fulfil
via the typical approach, i.e. writing and deploying complex software.

As stated above, most of the transformations to be written pertain to comparatively few files.
As a consequence, one has the following alternatives.

• Perform the transformation fully manually. However, a manual transformation is hard
to check. Errors that distort the meaning of the measurement may go undetected and
are hard to verify after the fact. Tracking changes needs additional software.

• Write a transformation via a program, be it Python [VD09], R [R 22], or workflow
systems like KNIME [Be09]. This has the following potential drawbacks:
– There is more work needed for testing the code than the work needed to do the

transformation itself. This is frustrating, but too little testing may lead to later
undetected errors.

– For a multitude of formats there will be a multitude of pieces of transformation
software. Thereby it becomes a challenge to keep track of which input lead to
which output using which transformation software.

These problems call for the following:
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• A recording-based solution. Creating the transformation software should be as simple
as doing the transformation by hand.

• There must be a trace of both source and destination of the transformation. In addition,
the software used for transformation should be recorded within the workbook that
contains source and transformed data.

• Ideally, the methods used should be platform-independent and should work with as
many spreadsheet systems as possible.

In building the solutions, it has to be kept in mind that there are two types of users in most
realistic scenarios: (i) the data steward, i.e. an experienced user whose focus is on data quality.
They are typically able to choose their toolchain for performing data transformation. (ii) the
end user, i.e. the scientist who is generating the data and has to provide standards-compliant
data. Typically they have the following challenges:

• They are restricted in the tools they can use due to security concerns. The machines are
often managed by the institute, which makes it hard to install plugins and add-ons (e.g.
Excel), install scripts based on languages not yet installed as well as new executables.

• They are restricted in the use of cloud services due to security concerns. Data paths
are carefully monitored, and sending early experimental data to a cloud service is
discouraged, for example.

• They are restricted in the time they can invest into tools that do not directly increase
their chances of getting a paper accepted. It means tools should be easy to use and
cannot e.g. expect dexterity or an advanced level of long-term concentration for their
use.

• Much preliminary data exchange is still done via mail. This favours methods that
easily pass antivirus software (i.e. no macros). This also favours methods that enable
sending related data in one single file as opposed to having to send a collection of
files.

ReStoRunT (Record, Store, Run, Trace transformations in Excel sheets) addresses the needs
expressed above. It is a recording-based solution that comes in two flavours, (i) an operating
protocol that can be performed manually by experimentalists and already captures most of
the advantages of ReStoRunT. (ii) A collection of small Python scripts (to be extended) in
case the use of Python is possible. We took Python, as it is a frequently used programming
language, also in the biological context. In both cases, the original data and the transformed
data stay together in one file, enabling easy sending.

Within this paper, we first describe the key properties of MS Excel that play a role later. We
then describe a toy example that we solve via ReStoRunT. Afterwards, we describe some
software tools that simplify the use of ReStoRunT and then compare the outcome to the
state of the art. This is followed by a summary and an outlook on future work.
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2 Key properties of Spreadsheets and Workbooks

According to Wikipedia [Wi23], the first product introducing the concept of spreadsheets
that auto-update was VisiCalc in 1979. It enabled the interactive laying out of data in a table
containing cells and combining these cells using formulas. A formula in a cell was able to
aggregate information from other cells, such as summing them up. The key innovation was
a simple, intuitively graspable way to update the cells when a dependent cell was changed.

However, Lotus 1-2-3, an early successor, advertised already in 1983 that it had functionality
for using Lotus sheets as a simple database. Excel, starting in 1985, offered the same.
So, it does not come as a surprise that scientists soon took up using Excel as a simple
database. And —while database scientists reserve the term database for software that has
other properties, such as a well-defined data model— the popularity of spreadsheets as
makeshift databases are due to their ease of use and flexibility. The present tool tries to
alleviate some of the drawbacks of use of Excel as a database.

2.1 Definitions

Within this paper, a spreadsheet 𝑆 is viewed as an n-dimensional arbitrarily large matrix:

𝑆 =
©«
𝐴1 𝐵1 𝐶1 ... 𝑍1 𝐴𝐴1 𝐴𝐵1 ...

𝐴2 𝐵2 𝐶2 ... 𝑍2 𝐴𝐴2 𝐴𝐵2 ...

𝐴𝑛 𝐵𝑛 𝐶𝑛 ... 𝑍𝑛 𝐴𝐴𝑛 𝐴𝐵𝑛 ...

ª®®¬ (1)

Each element of a spreadsheet is called a cell, and it contains data of an arbitrary type.
The format of a cell determines how it is interpreted. Numbers adhering to the locale are
recognized as such (e.g. 1, 2 in Germany corresponds to 1.2 in the UK). Formulas are
expressions that start with an ‘=’ sign.

The cell is uniquely identified by a cell address (or location), which consists of a sheet
identification, a column letter, and a row number. For example, cell c has a cell location 𝐴6
in the spreadsheet 𝑆. Formally written as 𝑆!𝐴6, where ! is a delimiter.

Formulas can also reference cells, so = 𝐴1 ∗ 𝐵1 will be the value obtained by multiplying
the number in cell 𝐴1 by the number in cell 𝐵1.

Addresses in cells are implicitly relative. So if the formula = 𝐴1 ∗ 𝐵1 is written into the
cell 𝐶1, copying the data from 𝐶1 to 𝐶2 will change the formula to = 𝐴2 ∗ 𝐵2. This is
very useful for performing the same operation on numerous cells, e.g. multiplying the price
by the number of items or similar. Sometimes this is unwanted, e.g. when applying the
same tax rate to multiple items. For this purpose, it is possible to reference cells fixedly,
= $𝐴$1 ∗ 𝐵1 would become = $𝐴$1 ∗ 𝐵2 upon copying it to 𝐶2.

In this paper, we propose a ReStoRunT copy sheet 𝐶 of a source sheet 𝑆 with 𝑛 lines and
𝑚 columns, which is is a matrix with cells 𝐶!𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐) 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝑚, where
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𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐) denotes the string consisting of column letter and line number for line 𝑙 and
column 𝑐, and each cell 𝐶!𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐) is a reference to 𝑆!𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐).

The formula = $𝐴$1 references the content of the cell 𝐴1. = 𝛼!$𝐴$1 denotes the content of
the cell 𝐴1 in the sheet 𝛼, = 𝛼!$𝐴$2 the cell 𝐴2, and so forth. However if 𝛼!$𝐴$2 is empty,
= 𝛼!$𝐴$2 is not shown and treated as an empty cell, but as 0! This needs to be filtered out,
by an if statement, yielding the following formula:

= if($𝐴$2 =′′′′;′′′′ ; $𝐴$2) (2)

The copy sheet thus consists of such a formula in each cell.

We call ReStoRunT transformation sheet of 𝑆 a ReStoRunT copy sheet of 𝑆 that has been
modified, e.g. by moving cells or deleting cells or adding content such as names and labels.
A relationship between the source sheet and the ReStoRunT transformation sheet can be
viewed as a transformation function applied on the source sheet, returning the ReStoRunT
transformation sheet.

Note: Two cells in the ReStoRunT transformation sheet can reference the same cell in the
source sheet.

3 ReStoRunT by example

Within this section, we will describe ReStoRunT via an example that covers the inner
workings of ReStoRunT and give an insight into the outcomes.

3.1 The transformation task

In the scenario, Alice and Bob have agreed on a common format. Denoting values measured
for two enzymes (called E1, E2), measured at time points 5, 10, 15, and 20 minutes, and
as the measurement can (at times) vary by batch, the batch number is noted. Only Alice
needs an average between the experiments for each time point. Each measurement value
is accompanied by the possibility to make notes. A hypothetical file may look like the
following. The numbers have been picked, of course, so that the reader can easily see how
the transformation moves cells:

Batch# 55
time(min) E1 E2 Average Notes
5 11 21 16 Note1
10 12 22 17 Note2
15 13 23 18 Note3
20 14 24 19 Note4

Alice needs this data form.

time (min) 5 10 15 20
E1 11 12 13 14
E2 21 22 23 24

Notes Note1 Note2 Note3 Note4
Batch # gel 55

Bob has this data form.
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As a consequence, Bob needs to apply transformations in order to share his data with Alice.

3.2 Transformation without ReStoRunT

Imagine that it is a one-off exchange of data. Alice needs Bob’s data in her format (to feed it
into some software or some agreed-on standard format), but currently, there is only one file,
and Bob does not want to waste time before knowing there are more files of the same kind.

So, Bob transforms his data manually. In MS Excel, the easiest way to do this is to cut and
paste “special“, and transpose the data on the way. So he marks data at the first line down to
the fifth, takes an empty sheet and pastes them into that empty sheet, choosing to transpose
the matrix, to the second line of the sheet (Left Table). We replace the empty column with
line averages using the formula =AVERAGE(B1:C1) (Right Table).

time(min) E1 E2 Notes
5 11 21 Note1
10 12 22 Note2
15 13 23 Note3
20 14 24 Note4

The transformation of Bob’s table.

time(min) E1 E2 Average Notes
5 11 21 16 Note1
10 12 22 17 Note2
15 13 23 18 Note3
20 14 24 19 Note4

We replace the empty column with line aver-
ages.

And then we notice that the batch number is missing, which we also have to add on top via
two cut-and-paste operations. By this, we have achieved Alice’s format.

3.3 Weaknesses purely manual transformation

For this one time, this is the most simple that can be done. The goal is met without any
overhead. However, if there is any doubt about the accuracy of the transformation ("Did
Bob mispaste?"), Alice will have to check the original file, which may still be somewhere
on Bob’s hard disk.

It would have been simpler to verify, had Bob used a script or a computational workflow to
modify the data. However, for a one-time transformation spending (in real-life-sized cases)
several hours for preparing and testing the script would have been prohibitive.

With the ReStoRunT approach, a couple of minutes of additional work in preparing the
sheet will suffice, and the rest will work as before. And the result will be a workbook that
(1) contains Bob’s original data sheet, and (2) contains a sheet that holds the data in Alice’s
format. It is a ReStoRunT transformation sheet This sheet contains the information in a
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way that (3) enables each cell to trace the origin into Bob’s sheet. And finally, (4) new Bob
format sheets can be transformed in the same way into Alice format sheets, reusing the
sheet described in (2).

3.4 Copy sheet and transformation sheet

In the previous section, we have described our goal. Creating a transformation sheet that
contains the data in Alice’s format and that can be reused to transform other data in Bob’s
format into Alice’s format.

We do so by creating a copy sheet and then modifying it manually.

As described above ReStoRunT copy sheet 𝛽 of 𝛼 is a sheet, where each 𝑐 in 𝛽 references
the cell in the same line and column in 𝛼 using formula 2 in section 2.1.

3.5 Creating a transformation sheet by manually applying a sequence of changes

We call Bob’s sheet 𝛼, and its ReStoRunT copy sheet 𝛽. In section 3.2, Bob has applied his
changes to 𝛼. Now we just apply the same changes to the copy sheet 𝛽, instead. The result
will just look the same. We omit showing the table for brevity.

We have turned the copy sheet into a transformation sheet that shows the transformed data,
and which —as shown in the next sections– embodies the transformation in a reusable
manner.

Fig. 1: Right: A ReStoRunT copy sheet referencing the original. Left: A ReStoRunT transformation
sheet.

3.6 Tracing the result back to the source

Now imagine that the value 12 is in doubt. We want to know, is there a copy-paste error? The
value 12 is in cell 𝛽!𝐵4. Looking into the cell, the cell 𝛽!𝐵 contains the formula = 𝛼!$𝐶$2
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whose value is 12, as desired. The headers in the sheet 𝛼 appear to be correct. So, after
looking at the formula, we can tell where the value of 𝛽!𝐵4 comes from. The same applies
to all other cells in the sheet 𝛽.

In other words, the sheet 𝛽 now contains all references to the original values in 𝛼 and it
meets Alice’s format requirements. The workbook containing both 𝛼 and 𝛽 contains both
the original values in the original format as well as the transformation. This also works with
single-cell formulas and with many multi-cell formulas.

3.7 Rerunning the transformation sheet on a new data sheet

Now, assume that the data exchange between Alice and Bob has been successful. Bob has
the sheets 𝛼 and the transformation sheet 𝛽. He now has additional data 𝛼′ that he would
like to turn into Alice’s format.

All he needs to do is the following two steps:

1. Create a copy 𝛽′ of 𝛽 that copies all the formulas. Each formula references a cell in 𝛼

2. Now do a replace on all cells in 𝛽′: Replace references to 𝛼 by references to 𝛼′. This
can be done via a simple string replacement on all formulas. Now all these formulas
reference the corresponding cells in 𝛼′.

So, by one copy and one search/replace operation, the same transformation was applied to
another sheet in Bob’s format. This is suitable for small numbers of workbooks and sheets.

4 Software supporting ReStoRunT

Creating a copy sheet 𝛽 for a given sheet 𝛼 in a workbook appears to be the most tedious
and error-prone step. However, it suffices to create a workbook that contains an empty sheet
𝛼 and an 𝑛 × 𝑚 sheet 𝛽 that is a copy sheet of the empty sheet 𝛼. 𝛽 can then be used as a
copy sheet for any non-empty sheet of size 𝑛 × 𝑚 or below.

To further reduce the manual work, e created some lightweight Python tools that simplify
using ReStoRunT. We chose Python as a language that is widely accepted and installed. The
software is small and open source in order to invite checks by its users. [MM22] contains a
repository with the following tools:

ReStoRunTify --infile f.xslx --outfile g.xslx

reads f.xslx, adds ReStoRunT copy sheets for each sheet in f and writes the resulting
workbook to g.xslx.
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IsolateReStoRunTsheet --infile f.xslx \

--tobeisolated "TestSheet" --outfile isolated.xslx

Takes ReStoRunT-TestSheet from f.xslx and creates a workbook that contains just
ReStoRunT-TestSheet and an empty TestSheet. We need the empty TestSheet, as without
such a sheet, all the references in ReStoRunT-TestSheet will be broken and replaced by an
error string.

ApplyReStoRunTsheet --infile f.xslx --sheetfile g.xslx \

--destinationsheet "Sheet 2" --outfile o.xslx

takes the first ReStoRunT sheet in the sheetfile (g.xslx) and applies it to the sheet
--destinationsheet Sheet 2, and then writes out the resulting workbook to the
--outfile o.xslx.

5 Advantages and limitations of the ReStoRunT approach

Using simple and well-known means, we have reached a useful way of storing Excel
transformations for reuse in small series. These transformations are stored within the
workbook and are platform-independent. The representation can be used to create other
software for larger series of documents. This is our priority in future work on this topic.

MS Excel has the functionality to trace back formula references to their origins. That makes
ReStoRunT more useful, as one can see visually which cells depend on which other cells.

ReStoRunT works for arbitrarily large, finite-sized sheets. It is applicable for all use cases
where the maximum size of the matrix to be transformed can be determined beforehand. In
this paper, we described the transformation as the translation of cells. But also normalisation
and other formulas that concern a small, finite number of cells (like the average in our
example) are something that is tackled using ReStoRunT.

ReStoRunT uniquely works on the layout of sheets, so far, it does not make use of labels or
other content within the sheet.

We see as the main limitations (i) that very large numbers of cells will slow down Excel and
(ii) that there are some Excel area functions that make it hard to trace back. For example:
Sorting a column will yield results, but it will be hard to trace back which value really
was the third biggest value in a cell set containing 30.000 cells. This can be countered by
cascading ReStoRunT sheets thereby extending the detail of traces of changes.

ReStoRunT is using basic Excel formulas, RStoRunT works on Google Sheets, LibreOffice,
as well as Apple Numbers and Gnumeric.
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6 State of the art compared to ReStoRunT

For re-applying changes, MS Excel has a built-in macro recorder. When using it, it is hard
to build working code without modifying the recorded VBA macro afterwards. This is
problematic, as the recording needs to be done by experimental scientists who cannot practise
this task sufficiently to reach proficiency. Also, the intended users cannot be expected to be
fluent in VBA. In addition, a drawback of recorded Excel macros is that many spam filters
mark .xlsm (Excel with Macro) files as SPAM, as the powerful embedded VBA code poses
a security risk. Furthermore, the receiver is asked if they want to run the security risk of
using the macro. Especially novices will not be equipped to take this decision. In addition
to that, the resulting transformation code is platform dependent, as it is expressed in Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA). Only through an analysis of a given macro a proficient reader
will be able to find out what field was the source of a change. The reader will have to invert
the operations done while recording the macros to find the source of data.

In contrast, one click on the formula in a ReStoRunT sheet will show which cells in the
original data sheet contributed to the current value. Furthermore, ReStoRunT needs only
key Excel mechanisms for functioning that function across a wide range of spreadsheet
tools, as stated above.

InSituTrac [As13] is a comprehensive Excel add-in for recording changes to Excel files.
The purposes are tracing provenance and re-applying changes. The comprehensive solution
features visualising types and sequences of changes to Excel sheets. Functionality-wise it
goes far beyond ReStoRunT. The Excel add-in centres around a ribbon in Excel that gives
access to the recording and exploration functionality.

In contrast, ReStoRunT is cross-platform, packages both original and result in one workbook,
and the provenance information can be perused without resorting to any add-in.

Google Sheets [Go] are a cloud service for spreadsheets that provide macro recording and
change tracking information. However, recorded macros are not exported alongside an
Excel export of Google Sheets. So the relation between Sheet and Macro is lost. Copying
workbooks provide a way to get a script into another workbook. However, again the users
are asked to take uncomfortable security decisions.

Excemplify [Sh13] was a tool for doing traceable changes to Excel files in the frame of
Immunoblot experiments. However, this was a large piece of configurable bespoke software
with the problems we described above, i.e. it needed too much configuration work for each
format change.

openRefine [te22] is a tool built for cleaning dirty data. It is a separate application to be
installed in user space. It provides functionality to import sheets and then modify them
using point ’n’ click as well as multi-cell operations. The traces of such modifications can
be recorded, stored, imported, and reused. However, the transformation is not shipped with
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the data, and openRefine first imports data into one structure, and then re-exports them.
This makes it hard to work with complex workbooks.

Workflow tools such as KNIME [Be09] and Galaxy [Af18] provide rich table functionality.
But just as using Python’s Pandas library [te20], R [R 22], R tidyverse [Wi19], and another
tooling, creating transformers in these tools does not happen by simple recording and needs
to be tested to a greater extent than recording based solutions. Some of them also import the
table into an intermediate format, thus losing the formatting information of the initial table.

[Wo11] is a tool for adding ontology information to spreadsheets, a complementary approach.
It can read workbooks, add hidden sheets with ontology information and then store the sheet.
These data can then subsequently be read by other tools. RightField’s use is complementary
to the tools described above.

To our knowledge, ReStoRunT has its use in the space of Spreadsheet-related tools, being
a useful addition because it is simple, not in the cloud, and doing quality control using a
ReStoRunT sheet does not need anything beyond standard software.

7 Conclusion

We argued that transforming Excel files and similar spreadsheets is an important task in
experimental biological work. The difficulty lies in the fact that one needs many different
transformations that need to be traced and possibly rerun several times, but not rerun often
enough to warrant a large development or configuration effort.

For this task, we have proposed ReStoRunT, i.e. recording and storing transformations such
that results can be traced to their origin and finally can be rerun, i.e. applied to new data.

ReStoRunT can be used entirely manually as a set of Excel practises or complemented via
tooling, of which we present an initial version. We hope to help scientists in sharing their
experimental data in a harmonized manner.
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